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Abstract: We investigate the transverse second-harmonic generation in as grown strontium barium niobate (SBN)
crystals with a random structure of anti-parallel ferroelectric domains. We consider both, single and
counter-propagating pulse geometries. We investigate polarization properties of the second harmonic
signal and discuss applications of this process for short pulses characterization.
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1. Introduction

Transverse second harmonic (TSH) generation by a sin-gle or two counter-propagating waves [1, 2] is a verychallenging nonlinear optical effect. It can not be ob-served in bulk nonlinear crystals due to the lack of phasematching. In order to fulfill the required phase-matchingcondition, often layered or periodically poled media areused. The first successful experiments with TSH havebeen conducted in 1-2 µm thick quantum wells waveguide
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structures [3–7]. The emission of TSH from these waveg-uides is frequently termed as the surface emitting secondharmonic generation. As all these experiments used thecounter-propagating short pulses the spatial distributionof the TSH represents the autocorrelation of the pulsesand hence can be used for pulse duration monitoring [3, 4].
Recently we have shown that interaction of counter-propagating beams in the nonlinear quadratic crystal suchas as grown strontium barium niobate (SBN) leads to TSHwhich can be used for convenient autocorrelation measure-ments of femtosecond pulses [8]. In this work we discussin detail the physics of this transverse second harmonicgeneration process. We consider both, single and twocounter-propagating pump beams geometries and analyzethe relevant phase matching conditions. We will also dis-
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cuss polarization properties of this effect and show howthey can be used to determine values of the nonzero com-ponents of the second order nonlinearity tensor.
2. Single pump beam experiment

Figure 1. Single beam second harmonic generation in SBN crystal.
(a) Strength of the second harmonic signal as a function
of input power. Line represents the expected linear de-
pendence between the second harmonic efficiency and
input fundamental power. Insets show the photos from
the top of the crystal of TSH radiation for E1E1-E2 pro-
cess, Axis Z is horizontal. HP – high fundamental power;
LP – low fundamental power; b) dependence of the TSH
signal on input polarization angle. 0◦ and 180◦ corre-
spond to pure E1E1-E2 process, while the points t90◦; 90◦
and 270◦ correspond to single O1O1-E2 process. Line –
theoretical prediction with formula (2). Single fitting pa-
rameter is used – the maximum intensity for the E1E1-E2
process.

In the experiments we used a femtosecond Ti:Sapphireoscillator (Mira, Coherent) emitting 150-170 fs (FWHM)pulses of 6 - 7 nJ energy at the repetition rate of 76 MHz,tunable in the range of 700 – 900 nm. The laser beam(with an average power up to 550 mW) is focused insidea 5 × 5 × 10 mm as-grown unpoled SBN:60 crystal. Allsides of the SBN crystal have been polished allowingthe observation of the second harmonic radiation from dif-ferent directions. The properties of the fundamental andsecond harmonic pulses are characterized using a spec-

trometer (HR2000, Ocean Optics) and a GRENOUILLEsystem (UPM 8-50, Newport). The estimated peak powerof a single pulse is less than the critical power for self-focusing due to electronic (instantaneous) contribution ofthe χ (3) nonlinearity of the SBN crystal. At low averageinput powers the divergence of the fundamental beam af-ter its propagation in the SBN crystal is defined by thefocal spot (∼6.5 mrad @ 100 mW), whereas its spectralwidth is inversely proportional to the pulse duration.
To measure the efficiency of a single beam TSH the crys-tal is illuminated perpendicularly to its optical Z-axis.In this particular measurement we explored the interac-tion E1E1-E2, where both fundamental beam (E1) andsecond-harmonic signal (E2) are extraordinary polarizedand hence is governed by the strongest second order non-linear component d33. The efficiency for the single beamTSH generation for this geometry of excitation as a func-tion of input power is shown in Fig. 1. The quadratic(instead of expected linear) increase of the TSH signalabove 250 mW average power is the result of a two-photonabsorption induced thermal lensing in the crystal. Theinsets in Fig. 1 show the spatial structure of the trans-versely emitted second harmonic and demonstrate the ef-fect of thermal self-focusing at high power. The maximalefficiency shown in Fig. 1(a) of about 0.1% correspondsto emission from a single direction (surface). Taking intoaccount the emission in opposite directions the total effi-ciency of TSH approaches 0.2%.
The dependence of the TSH signal on the input polariza-tion is shown in Fig. 1(b). Its complex character clearlyindicates that two processes are involved in TSH scatter-ing: E1E1-E2 and O1O1-E2. In the second process twoordinary fundamental waves (O1) generate extraordinarysecond harmonic wave (E2). The maximal intensity points(at 0◦ and 180◦ of the input polarization angle) correspondto pure E1E1-E2 process, while the points -90◦; 90◦ and270◦ correspond to the O1O1-E2 process. For intermediatepolarization both processes contribute toward the gener-ation of second harmonic signal. It is worth stressing thatthe simultaneous phase matching of two SHG processesE1E1-E2 and O1O1-E2 is only possible thanks to the ran-dom domain distribution in the crystal. Typically suchsimultaneous phase matching requires special techniques[9]. However, in this untreated (as-grown) SBN crystal weget it “for free”. The O1O1-E2 and E1E1-E2 processes aregoverned by the d32 and d33 nonlinear coefficients, respec-tively. Therefore, as will be shown later (section 4), thedependence of the second harmonic signal on the inputpolarization can be used to extract the information aboutthe ratio of these different nonlinear coefficients.
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic sketch of the concept of counter-
propagating TSH generation. (b) The second har-
monic signal recorded by the CCD camera. The phase
matching conditions for second harmonic emission with
counter-propagating (c) and individual (d) pulses. G rep-
resents the reciprocal grating of the random structure that
ensures the fulfillment of the phase matching condition.

3. Experiments with counter-
propagating pulses
The interaction scheme with counter-propagating funda-mental beams A and B is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The op-tical paths of both beams are chosen such that the pulsesmeet in the middle of the crystal (Fig. 3 top). Thereare now three different contributions to the overall TSHsignal. The first two come from the TSH generation byeach individual pulse. They are depicted in Fig. 2(a) bywide arrows. This emission takes place along the wholecrystal. The third contribution is due to a two-pulse pro-cess and is emitted only from the area where both pulsesoverlap. A typical trace of the TSH recorded by a CCDcamera mounted perpendicularly to the beams is shownin Fig. 2(b). The phase matching conditions for singleand two-pulse processes are shown in Fig. 2(c,d). G rep-resents the random structure gratings that enables phasematching. In periodically poled nonlinear crystals G =m(2π/Λ), with Λ the period of modulation of second ordernonlinearity and m - integer. Since domain structure ofour SBN crystal is random and the sizes of the domainsvary randomly from 0.5 to 20 µm the vectors G can takeany value in a range defined by this distribution of sizes

Figure 3. Detection of pulse front tilt and pulse trains with TSH
generation in SBN crystal. Top: Set-up of the autocorre-
lator. (a) Optical system used to induce a pulse front tilt;
(b-c) autocorrelation traces of the tilted and straight front
pulses. (d) Schematic of generation of a pulse doublet
by means of a birefringent crystal. (e) The autocorre-
lation trace of the doublet for 990 fs delay between the
constituent pulses.

of the domains.The emitted SH was measured to be always extraordinarypolarized independently of the input polarization of thebeams A and B, However, the intensity of the TSH signalwas very sensitive to the input polarizations of both beams
A and B.In this particular configuration, when the two counter-propagating pulses are identical, the generated normal-ized signal Itot (τ) is given as Itot (τ) = 1 + 2

QG
(2) (τ) (seee.g. [10]) where G(2) (τ) = 〈I (t) I (t + τ)〉/〈I2 (t)〉 repre-sents exactly the autocorrelation of the pulse and Q isthe ratio of the efficiencies of both processes: single andcounter-propagating beams TSH. This experimental ge-ometry results in a mapping of time (τ) into a space(longitudinal) coordinate (x) via the simple relation τ=(x-

x0)2nω/c, where nω is the SBN refractive index dependenton the optical frequency, c is the speed of light in vac-uum and xo is the center of the overlapping area. Hence,the longitudinal distribution of the second harmonic signalrepresents a time-dependent autocorrelation signal. We
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Figure 4. Transverse second harmonic with counter-propagating
beams. The experimental dependences of the second
harmonic signal on input polarization angle β of beam
B, for three fixed polarization angle (α) of the beam A:
extraordinary, α = 0, (full squares), intermediate, α = 45◦
(open circles) and ordinary, α = 90◦ (open squares );
lines – theoretical predictions with formula (3). Single
fitting parameter is used – the maximum intensity for the
E1E1-E2 process.

Figure 5. Function f(∆k) plotted for the case of a = 3µm and
σ = 2µm. By open squares we denote the values cor-
responding to E1E1-E2 and O1O1-E2 second harmonic
generation processes.

note that this is a single-shot technique that unlike tra-ditional autocorrelators does not require any variation ofa delay between interacting pulses. Measurements witha CCD camera were done at the power levels down to0.26 MW/cm2, four orders of magnitude lower than thoseusually used with the two photon fluorescence (TPF) tech-nique [10, 11]. This significantly lower power requirementis mainly due to the confinement of the emitted SH in aplane compared to the emission in a full three dimensionalsolid angle of the TPF process.Apart from the pulse duration measurements, the TSHarising from mixing both pulses can be also used to visual-ize unambiguously the tilt of the front of an optical pulse.Such a pulse front tilt (PFT) which is typically caused bydispersive elements like prisms, gratings, or wedges leadsto effectively longer pulse duration and hence a lower peakpower in the focal plane of the beam. To demonstrate theability for detection of PFT we placed a 60˚ (SF11 Schott

Figure 6. Autocorrelation trace obtained with TSH in SBN with
two counter-propagating pulses. The values of all data
points are normalized to the background value. The
peak/background ratio is 4.

glass) prism into beam path (Fig. 3(a)) inducing a 4˚ pulsefront tilt inside the crystal (Fig. 3(b)). The angular tilt ofthe trace compared to the trace without the prism (Fig.3(c)) is a clear indication of the presence of PFT.Unlike the standard techniques which rely on measure-ments conducted within a narrow time window and as-sume an identical form for all pulses in a pulse train, ourtechnique can be used in measurements over a large timewindow. Therefore it can properly decode temporal struc-tures consisting of multiple pulses. To demonstrate thisfeature we prepared a signal beam in form of a series oftwo closely propagating pulses. These pulses are cre-ated from the original pulse train by passing it througha thin (3 mm) sample of a birefringent (lithium niobate)crystal followed by a polarizer, as depicted in Fig. 3(d).In this way, the input pulse is split into a sequence oftwo pulses with their temporal spacing determined by thebirefringence and thickness of the crystal. Here the de-lay between pulses was roughly 1ps. The autocorrelationtrace shown in Fig. 3(e) clearly resolves the two com-ponents of a pulse doublet allowing for a delay betweenthem to be precisely measured. For comparison, in theanalogous experiment with GRENOUILLE the two-pulsecharacter of the signal could not be resolved because ofthe small temporal window inherent to its design.Optimization of the process of TSH by mixing of two beamsrequires knowledge of the dependence of its intensity onthe polarization of the input beams. Results of the po-larization measurements together with theoretical predic-tions are depicted in Fig. 4. The plots show the de-pendence of the autocorrelation signal (with backgroundremoved) as the function of the input polarization angleof the beam B for three different polarization angles (α)
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of the beam A. The largest emission efficiency is againobtained for the case when both beams are extraordinarypolarized and the second harmonic generation is due tothe E1E1-E2 process. The lowest generation efficiency isfor the process O1O1-E2 when both input beams are or-dinary polarized. In the case when the input polarizationof the beam A is oriented at 45◦ angle, the generation ofthe second harmonic wave is due to two simultaneouslyacting processes: E1E1-E2 and O1O1-E2.

4. Theoretical model and discus-
sions
In the following theoretical analysis of the TSH genera-tion in the random system we will use the one-dimensionalapproach of Le Grand et al [12]. While, strictly speaking,the case considered here is two-dimensional, it turns outthat even the simple 1D theory already provides a fairlygood agreement with the experimental results. Follow-ing [12] and the discussions by Morozov and Chirkin [13]and Dolino [14] one can show that the intensity of the SHwave generated in a medium with random distribution offerroelectric domains is given by

I2 ∝ 2n2ω
εocn2

ω

(
ω
cn2ω

)2
d2
eff I21L, (1)

where L denotes the interaction length, the coefficient d2
effdepends on the type of the interaction (E1E1-E2 or O1O1-E2 ), bulk wave vector mismatch ∆k and statistical prop-erties of the domain distribution. As a matter of fact, thestatistical character of the second harmonic generationprocess is already evident in the linear (unlike the usualquadratic) dependence of I2 on the interaction length [15].The explicit form of the expressions for d2

eff is given as
d2
eff,sb = d233f (∆k (sb)

ee−e

) cos4 β+d232f (∆k (sb)
oo−e

) sin4 β, (2)
for single beam TSH generation and

d2
eff,cp = 4d233f (∆k (cp)

ee−e

) cos2 β cos2 α
+ 4d232f (∆k (cp)

oo−e

) sin2 β sin2 α, (3)
for counter-propagating TSH generation (propagation di-rection perpendicular to the Z-axis). The angles β and αare measured from the Z axis. This means, for example,that for β = 0 and α = 0 both beams are extraordinarypolarized.

In derivation of Eqs. (2)-(3) we assumed no interferencebetween the second harmonics signals from the two pro-cesses E1E1-E2 and O1O1-E2 which is justified by thestatistical nature of the whole second harmonic emission.The function f (∆k, a, σ ) is determined by the statistics ofdomain distribution. It is given as [12]
f (∆k, a, σ ) ∝ 4∆k2 (4)
×

1− exp (−σ 2∆k2)1 + exp (−σ 2∆k2) + 2 cos (a∆k) exp (−σ 2∆k2/2) ,
where a and σ denote mean size of the domains and dis-persion of the size distribution, respectively.The relative strength of the two processes E1E1-E2 andO1O1-E2, as seen from Eqs. (2)-(3), depends on the coef-ficient

R = Ioo−e
Iee−e

= f
(∆k (sb)
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)
f
(∆k (sb)

ee−e

) (d32
d33
)2
. (5)

Hence, it is possible to extract the information about
|d32/d33| in case the function f (∆k, a, σ ) is known. Fromthe published data on the domain size distributions in un-poled SBN crystal [16, 17] we estimated a = 3 µm and
σ = 2 µm. Then the corresponding plot of the function
f (∆k, a, σ ) is shown in Fig. 5. The bulk phase mismatch∆k of the processes E1E1-E2 and O1O1-E2 depends onthe interaction geometry. For single beam TSH ∆k (sb)

oo−e =√
k22e + 4k21 o = 49.7 µm−1; ∆k (sb)

ee−e = √
k22e + 4k21e =49.4 µm−1 while for the TSH via counter-propagatingpulses ∆k (cp)

oo−e = ∆k (cp)
ee−e = k2e = 36.3 µm−1. From thisdata we obtain f
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) = f (k2e) =1.5 × 10−4 and f
(∆k (sb)
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)
≈ f

(∆k (sb)
ee−e

) = 0.8 × 10−4.Consequently Eq. (5) leads to R = (d32/d33)2 = 0.19,which gives d32/d33 = 0.44. This agrees very well withthe value of 0.5 found experimentally in [18] and theoreti-cally predicted value of 0.38 [19]. It is interesting to notethat since f (∆k (sb)
oo−e

)
/f
(∆kcpee−e) = Q = 0.54, the signalto background contrast of the autocorrelation function ispredicted to be 4.7 which exceeds the 3:1 ratio limitationof the two photon fluorescence technique [20]. Again, thisis in a good agreement with experimentally determinedvalue of 4 (see Fig. 6).In conclusion, we discussed transverse second harmonicgeneration in SBN crystal with random distribution ofthe ferroelectric domains. We investigated the polariza-tion properties of the process and measured the ratio ofthe two nonzero components of the second order non-linearity d32/d33 in SBN crystals. Due to its naturallydisordered structure, this crystal allows for simultaneousphase-matching of different processes, as demonstrated for
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the second harmonic generation from ordinary and extraor-dinary polarized fundamental beams. It is shown that thetransverse second harmonic generation in crystals withrandom distribution of the ferroelectric domains can beused efficiently as a simple autocorrelator for the shortpulse characterization.
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